
Our classes start where most others finish...

IRIDOLOGY ESSENTIALS:
BEGINNERS: This class offers everything you need to know in order to begin using the iris as a wholistic healthscreening tool. The 
course material is in line with modern iridology research and techniques that are clinically relevant. Whilst Iridology has often been 
perceived as highly complex; our method of teaching has helped it become refreshingly simple – even to the novice. Most students 
who attend this tutorial feel confident to attempt an analysis by the end of the second day. 
POST GRADUATES: should view this course as a refresher and possibly the beginning of a new way of practising an old topic 
because it offers much more than a Fundamental outline. This module contains imperative revisions of some Classical Iridology 
concepts. Most of our graduates express appreciation for clarification, enlightenment and renewed enthusiasm. A comprehensive 
coverage of iridology essentials, including:
• Anatomy of the eye
• Using the Integrated Iridology chart
• An overview of historical and philosophical basis of Iridology
• Iris zones and markings and their relationship to anatomical zones and organ systems
• Comparison of various schools of Iridology; including terminology and methodology
• The scientific basis of Iridology
• The importance of informed consent prior to conducting an iris assessment
• The structural variations of the iris
• The meaning of colour in the iris
• The influence of iris shading
• Understanding twenty essential iris signs
• A discussion of Hering’s law of cure
• Developing your technique of iris interpretation
• The correct use of iris magnification and light
• Comparison of various schools of Iridology; including terminology and methodology
• How to interpret and record the results of a simple iris assessment
• The strengths and limitations of Iridology including clarification of changes in the eye
• How to clearly communicate your findings to clients in terms they will easily comprehend
While this seminar is a complete unit for the novice, it should also be viewed as the foundation toward practitioner level
training for those who wish to use Iridology professionally and forms the basis on which to add the more advanced
European techniques. In other words, this class is essential.

Lecturer: Toni Miller. ND DHM. 8 CPE points.

SOME COMMENTS FROM OUR GRADUATES
‘I have been using Iridology since I first studied twenty years ago. I really hesitated to enrol in a “beginner’s class”.  I have to say I am in awe of how much 
information was new to me! I want to recommend that all post graduates put Iridology Essentials on their “must do” list. I feel so much more 
confident in my understanding of Iridology and in my ability to explain the iris to my patients’ M.S .ND Melbourne.

‘I learned iridology by correspondence. This seminar has helped to put it all together for me.’ M.S. Masseur Gladstone

‘This far exceeded my expectations for a ‘fundamental’ course. You have inspired me, given me more confidence to use iridology more and 
clarified many gray areas.’ D.C. Dip Ac. Frankston

‘I learned more in this seminar than I learned in my whole college course. I can’t believe it!’ VH. Liverpool

‘This seminar gave me the confidence to use iridology with every client. Thank you so much.’ LJ .ND Albury.

‘You have changed my viewpoint on the value of Iridology in a most positive way’. Dr. P.H. G.P. Lindfield


